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Abstract Due to the flexibility of wireless mesh networks

(WMNs) to form the backhaul subnetworks, future gener-

ation networks may have to integrate various kinds of

WMNs under possibly various administrative domains.

Aiming at establishing secure access and communications

among the communication entities in a multi-domain

WMN environment, in this paper, we intend to address the

cross-domain authentication and key agreement problem.

We present a light-weight cross-domain authentication and

key agreement protocol, namely CAKA, under certifi-

cateless-based public key cryptosystem. CAKA has a few

attractive features. First, mutual authentication and key

agreement between any pair of users from different WMN

domains can be easily achieved with two-round interac-

tions. Second, no central domain authentication server is

required and fast authentication for various roaming sce-

narios is supported by using a repeated cross-domain

algorithm. Third, no revocation and renewal of certificates

and key escrow are needed. Finally, it provides relatively

more security features without increasing too much over-

head of computation and storage. Our analysis shows that

the proposed CAKA protocol is highly efficient in terms of

communication overhead and resilient to various kinds of

attacks.

Keywords Certificateless public key cryptography �
Wireless mesh networks � Cross-domain authentication �
Key agreement

1 Introduction

Wireless mesh networks (WMNs) have been recognized as

an innovative and competitive technology for the next

generation broadband mobile communication and high-

speed Internet access due to the features of self-organiza-

tion, self-healing, and low costs. Numerous commercial

and experimental WMNs have been deployed all over the

world, ranging from metro-scale broadband municipal

networks to medium-scale and small-scale community

networks [1]. The major components of a wireless mesh

network include mesh clients (MCs), mesh routers (MRs),

and mesh gateways (MGWs) [2]. Mesh clients could be

desktop, database servers, smartphones or tablets whereas

mesh routers are mesh backbone providing multi-hop

connectivity from one mesh client to another or to a mesh

gateway for Internet access.

A typical wireless mesh network consists of several

cooperating sub-networks, referred to as mesh domains in

WMNs. Two mesh domains have been shown in Fig. 1,

each of them administered by an Internet Service Provider

(ISP). Secure communication is always needed in WMNs.
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When secure communication is between components

within the same domain, it is easy to achieve since they are

administered by the same ISP. However, the problem

becomes challenging when a mesh client travels to another

domain, referred to as the foreign domain, and requires

secure communication with an entity in the foreign

domain. Both mutual authentication and key agreement

need to be considered [1–9].

Authenticated key agreement (AKA) [10–12] incorpo-

rate authentication and key agreement in one logical step.

Although two-party and three-party AKA protocols have

been extensively studied and widely deployed [13], it is

still not clear how they can be directly applied to establish

a secure cross-domain communication channel in WMNs.

A few certificateless-based AKA protocols have been

proposed [14–16]. However, they do not address authen-

tication and key agreement in the cross-domain situation.

The reason is that mobile nodes (e.g., smartphones, tablets)

have limited storage, computing capability and power

supply. Clients’ mobility demands efficient and fast hand-

off mechanisms, which makes the protocol design and

implementation very difficult. Therefore, in this paper, we

investigate how to design efficient protocols for authenti-

cation and key establishment in the cross-domain scenarios

in WMNs, based on certificateless public key cryptography

(CL-PKC).

1.1 Related work

A novel identity-based secure architecture to enable secure

communications in large-scale multi-domain wireless mesh

networks was proposed in [1]. Under this scheme, when a

user U from domain A travels to a foreign domain B and

requests a secure communication service, a total of eight

message interactions are needed. Additionally, U needs to

communicate with the trusted authority TB in domain B,

which further communicates with the trusted authority TA.

As a consequence, trusted authorities TA and TB will easily

become the bottleneck of the system. The involvement of

the trusted authorities in both domains also increases the

authentication delay.

The ARSA protocol is based on universal passes [3] to

achieve secure roaming across WMN domains adminis-

trated by different operators. However, the universal passes

have expiration timers. When a pass is expired or lost, the

user with the pass will not receive secure communication

services.

Fig. 1 Cross-domain AKA

model and three-layer

architecture
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In [4], a fast authentication scheme using tickets for a

roaming user from one WMN domain to another is pro-

posed. However, this scheme needs three types of tickets

used in the authentication protocol. The scheme also

requires a ticket agent that is trusted by all users to manage

all kinds of tickets. Therefore, the ticket agent is vulnerable

to attack. Similarly, in [5], a mesh client registered to a

home location register (HLR) can prove its registration to a

foreign location register (VLR) using a delegation

scheme based on proxy signatures and two kinds of tickets:

direct ticket and delegating ticket. In the process of dele-

gation, however, the scheme requires complex encryption

and signature verification.

The schemes in Wong and Lim [6] and Chen et al. [7]

proposed a password-based authenticated inter-domain key

exchange protocol based on identity-based cryptography.

However, it is based on the assumption that two users have

to share a password before the authentication. This

assumption is impractical especially in WMNs because two

users may belong to different domains. They may not agree

on a password when a roaming user gets into an unfamiliar

domain for the first time. It will be difficult to have a secret

password in advance with a visiting mesh domain.

Authors in He and Agrawal [8] improved the scheme in

Zhu et al. [1] to achieve distributed authentication between

a mesh client and an access router. Unfortunately, the

scheme requires a large number of message exchanges for

negotiation, causing a long authentication delay that

impedes real-time applications such as VoIP. Furthermore,

the total authentication message overhead could be sig-

nificant when the number of users grows large or when

frequent roaming occurs.

The schemes in Ren and Lou [2] and Ren et al. [9]

considered similar application scenarios as ours. They

proposed distributed authentication and key agreement

schemems based on traditional certificate-based public key

crypto-systems. Both schemes require a large number of

signatures, especially the complex group signature and the

time-consuming inverse computation in ECDSA-160. In

this paper, based on Certificateless-PKC, our CAKA pro-

tocol aims to establish an authentication session key such

that two users (user-to-user, user-to-router, and router-to-

router) can securely exchange information when moving

from one WMN domain to another. We use a relatively

simple architecture and a more realistic trust model without

the key-escrow problem and the certificate-revocation

problem.

1.2 Our contributions

In this paper, we describe a hierarchical security architec-

ture and trust model for WMNs. As shown in Fig. 1, there

is a central authority (CA) that will set up and manage the

security parameters of the whole wireless mesh network

(WMN). The WMN consists of multiple domains and one

Internet Service Provider (ISP) manages all users (like

MCs) and network devices (like MRs and MGWs) within

its domain. All ISPs trust the CA and also trust each other.

Users and devices within a domain trust the ISP managing

the domain. Under this model, we propose a novel

authenticated key agreement (AKA) protocol that effi-

ciently achieves Cross-domain mutual Authentication and

Key Agreement (CAKA). The CAKA protocol allows a

user, when traveling to a foreign domain, to quickly

accomplish mutual authentication and establish a session

key with any user or device in the foreign domain.

In summary, we have made the following contributions:

• In most existing AKA protocols [1, 4, 8], when a user

travels to a foreign domain and wants to achieve mutual

authentication and establish a session key with another

user in the foreign domain, both the home ISP and the

foreign ISP need to participate. However, in our

proposed CAKA protocol, none of the ISPs needs to

participate in the mutual authentication and key agree-

ment process. The roaming user can directly contact

any user (a mesh client) or a device (a mesh router or a

gateway) in the foreign domain to accomplish the

mutual authentication and key agreement. Thus the

CAKA protocol reduces the computation and commu-

nication workload from the ISPs, preventing them from

becoming the system bottleneck for a large scale

WMN.

• Our CAKA protocol is designed based on certificateless

public key cryptography (CL-PK). Thus it does not

have the key escrow problem of the identity-based (ID-

based) AKA protocols. In an ID-based AKA protocol, a

user’s private key is generated by a trusted entity and

securely delivered to the user. However, in CAKA, a

user chooses its own private key by itself, not

completely generated by the trusted entity.

• Compared to existing related protocols, the proposed

CAKA protocol significantly reduces the number of

messages exchanged to complete the mutual authenti-

cation and establish a session key. Only two messages

need to be exchanged to complete this process. In the

case when a user frequently crosses domains, the

CAKA protocol further reduces the computation work-

load for encryption/decryption. Consequently, the

CAKA protocol is attractive to WMNs, where mesh

clients normally have limited storage, computing

capability and power supply.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2

introduces the basic knowledge and preliminaries. We

describe the details of the proposed CAKA protocol in

Sect. 3. Security analysis and the performance evaluation
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of the CAKA protocol is given in Sect. 4. We provide

concluding remarks and outline our future work in Sect. 5.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we present some preliminaries used in the

CAKA scheme.

2.1 Certificateless public key cryptography (CL-

PKC)

CL-PKC was introduced by Al-Reyami and Peterson [17],

which can be viewed as an intermediate model between the

traditional certificate-based PKC and the identity-based

PKC (ID-PKC). Different from the traditional public key

cryptographic system, the CL-PKC scheme does not need

certificates to authenticate public keys. It is also different

from ID-PKC schemes. ID-PKC schemes completely rely

on the trusted third party (TTP) and a user’s private key is

generated by the TTP. However, in a CL-PKC scheme, a

user’s private key is generated jointly by a trusted authority

and the user. Nobody knows the private key except the user

itself. Consequently, CL-PKC schemes are not subject to

the key escrow problem, which seems to be inherent in all

ID-PKC schemes and all PKC schemes. On the other hand,

CL-PKC schemes also have the advantages of the ID-PKC

schemes, i.e., a user’s public key can be derived from its

public identity information, such as names, email addres-

ses, telephone numbers or any strings of characters. Due to

these features, CL-PKC schemes have received intensive

attention since it was invented. Details of CL-PKC

schemes can be found in [17, 18].

2.2 Bilinear pairing

ID-PKC, including CL-PKC, has extensively utilized the

bilinear pairing function. For convenience, we offer the brief

definition here. Let q be a large prime, G1 be a q-order

additive group, and G2 be a q-order multiplicative group.

When m 2 Zq and P 2 G1, we writemP for P added to itself

m times, also called scalar multiplication of P by an integer

m. From a cryptographic point of view, a pairing is a map

eð�; �Þ : G1 �G1 ! G2 with the following properties:

Bilinear: 8P;Q 2 G1; 8a 2 Zq; eðaP;QÞ ¼ eðP; aQÞ ¼
eðP;QÞa.
Nondegenerate: eðP;QÞ 6¼ 1G2

, whenever P;Q 6¼ 1G1
.

Computable: for all P;Q 2 G1, there exists an efficient

algorithm to compute eðP;QÞ 2 G2.

In practice, bilinear pairing can be implemented using

modified Weil and Tate pairing on elliptic curves [19], and

its security is based on the Computational Diffie–Hellman

Problem (CDHP:Given P, aP, bP with uniformly random

choices of a; b 2 Z�
q, compute abP) and the Bilinear Diffie–

Hellman Problem (BDHP:Given P, aP, bP, cP with uni-

formly random choices of a; b; c 2 Z�
q, compute

eðP;PÞabc 2 G2) [20].Currently, it is believed that CDHP

and BDHP are computationally hard, leading to the CDHP

assumption and BDHP assumption, respectively. For more

details, please refer to [19].

We also introduce the discrete logarithm problem (DLP)

that forms the basis of security for our proposed scheme.

Assume that the DLP is a hard problem in both G1 and G2.

It is computationally infeasible to obtain integers a, r from

given U 2 G1;V 2 G2 such that U ¼ aP and

V ¼ eðP;QÞr.

2.3 Desirable security attributes

Let A and B be two mesh entities (e.g., mesh clients or

mesh routers) that want to execute an authenticated key

agreement (AKA) protocol to accomplish mutual authen-

tication and establish a session key for secure communi-

cation. In this subsection, we summarize the desirable

properties of any AKA protocol. More details are described

in [4, 12, 20].

Known-session key secrecy (KSKS) Each execution of

the AKA protocol between A and B should produce a

unique and independent secret session key. Compromising

one session key should not affect the secrecy of session

keys produced for other sessions.

Forward secrecy (FS) Disclosure of the private keys of

A and B should not affect the previous session keys

established between A and B before the disclosure. Perfect

Forward Secrecy implies that an attacker, even armed with

both A and B’s private keys, cannot determine previously

used session keys between A and B. Partial Forward

Secrecy implies that an attacker, armed with either private

keys, but not both, cannot determine previously used ses-

sion keys. Obviously, the former implies the latter.

Key-compromise impersonation (KCI) resilience If an

adversary compromise user A’s private key, the adversary

can impersonate A, but cannot impersonate any other users,

i.e., any other users should not be affected by the com-

promise of A’s private key.

Unknown key-sharing (UKS) resilience User A cannot

be coerced to share a key with any other user C while

A believes that he is sharing the key with entity B. In other

words, it should not be possible for A to believe that he is

sharing a key with C, while B correctly thinks the key is

shared with A.

No key control(NKC) When A and B want to establish a

session key, none of them should be able to forge the

session key with a preselected value.
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3 Cross-domain authentication and key agreement
(CAKA)

We now describe our CAKA protocol, beginning with the

hierarchical architecture and trust model.

3.1 Hierarchical architecture and trust model

Our description in this section follows the hierarchical

architecture of a WMN, as shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1 illustrates a three-layer hierarchical security

architecture for a multi-domain WMN where one ISP

being the trusted authority manages one domain. The top

layer of the hierarchical architecture is a central authority

(CA) that runs the root Public Key Generator to generate

public common parameters for the whole WMN,

according to the security requirements. As will be

described, the CA does not participate in the process of

any two cross-domain mutual authentication and session

key agreement, nor in the detailed network operations.

The second layer consists of ISPs or domain managers.

Each ISP generates its domain’s secret key and public key.

The ISP also registers the domain information and the

domain public key to the CA. We assume each ISP can be

reached by all the users (e.g., mesh clients, mesh routers or

mesh gateways) in its domain through either direct or

multi-hop communication. Each ISP generates partial pri-

vate keys for the users in its domain, during the registration

process. After that, ISPs do not participate in any AKA

process. This is the significant difference from existing

schemes.

The third layer is mainly composed of mesh users that

might roam to another domain. Mesh users in home domain

provide access service for roaming MCs. Every user (in-

cluding MRs and MCs) has a home WMN domain where

he is registered in with his domain manager ISP and user

profile information is maintained for a relatively long

period of time.

The trust relationships among entities are assumed as

follows. ISPs have a long-term trust relationship with the

CA. All ISPs are assumed to have a long-term trust rela-

tionship with each other. For example, they may want to

cooperate as a federation to provide seamless Internet

access services (e.g., global roaming) to mesh clients. All

users within a domain have a long-term trust relationship

with the ISP managing the domain. Based on this trust

model, we want to design an efficient AKA protocol that

allows a roaming user in a foreign domain to establish

mutual authentication and establish a session key with a

user in the foreign domain.

3.2 System initialization

Before the proposedCAKAprotocol can be executed when a

user travels to a foreign domain, a set of initialization oper-

ations need to be conducted, described in this subsection.

SetupThis operation is executed by the CA to bootstrap the

system. More specifically, the CA will generates

params ¼ ðq;G1;G2; eð�; �Þ;P;H1;H2Þ, where P is the

generator ofG1.G1 andG2 are a cyclic additive group and a

cyclic multiplicative group of prime order q,respectively.

eð�; �Þ is a bilinear pairing map, and H1;H2 are computation-

ally secure Hash functions with strong resistance to collision:

H1 : f0; 1g� �G1 ! G�
1;H2 : G2 �G1 ! f0; 1gl. Here,

l is the session key length of a symmetric encryption algo-

rithm. These public parameters can be published on a bulletin

board and made publicly available.

Domain-master-public/secret-key The next operation

will be conducted by each ISP to generate the private key

and public key of its own domain. An ISP in domain D

selects its domain master secret key sD 2U Z�
q , and com-

putes the domain public key as pD ¼ sDP where P comes

from the system params. The ISP should well safeguard

and prevent unauthorized access to the domain master

secret key and register the domain information and the

domain public key to the CA.

Set-public-key A mesh user U executes this operation to

generate its public key. More specifically, user U randomly

selects its secret value jU 2U Z�
q , and computes XU ¼ jUP

where P comes from the system params. The public key of

U is pU ¼ hIU ;XUi where IU is U’s real identity such as

names or email addresses. Here we assume each mesh user

(an MC or an MR) has a unique identity in its domain. The

private key of user U will be generated jointly by U and its

ISP through the following two steps.

Partial-private-key-extract The ISP executes this algo-

rithm to generate U’s partial private key. Specifically, the

ISP computes EU ¼ sDQU where QU ¼ H1ðIU jjXUÞ 2 G1.

EU is sent to U on a confidential and secure channel.

Set-Private-Key Upon receiving EU , user U can verify

the correctness of EU by checking eðEU ;PÞ¼
?
eðQU ; pDÞ . If

the verification succeeds, U will generate its private key as

sU ¼ hjU ;EUi.
The operations described above are analogous to the

ones proposed in [14, 21], which were proved to be

equivalent to the computational Diffie–Hellman problem

under the random oracle model with a tight reduction.

To simplify the subsequent description, we summarize

some notations in Table 1, where we define FlagU ¼
hD; pD; pU ;QUi as the identifier flag of U, which will be

used frequently in a cross-domain authentication scenario.
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3.3 The cross-domain authenticated key agreement

(CAKA) protocol

After the SystemInitialization described above, we now

present the CAKA protocol that allows a user, when

roaming to a foreign domain, to efficiently accomplish

mutual authentication and establish a session key with

another user in the foreign domain. To simplify our

description, consider the scenario when user A from

domain DA roams to a foreign domain DB and conducts the

CAKA protocol with user B in DB. User B can be any entity

(a mesh client, a mesh router or a mesh gateway) that is

close to A.

Figure 2 shows the three-step interaction between A and

B. Only two messages are exchanged to accomplish mutual

authentication and establish a session key k. More details

of these three steps are described below.

Step 1 A randomly picks a, computes RA;PA;P
0
A;KA and

k1 as shown in Fig. 2, and sends the first message M1 to

B. In message M1; T1 is the WMN system time and NA is

a random nonce.

Step 2 Upon receiving M2;B does as follows:

• Verify the public keys pDA
and pA of domain DA and

user A.

• If pDA
and pA are invalid, B terminates the commu-

nication. Otherwise, B calculates PA ¼ j�1
B P0

A; k1 and

KA as shown in Fig. 2. Please note that j�1
B only

needs to be pre-computed once and it is not time

consuming. B then compares k1¼? H2ðKAÞ, further

decrypts fT1;NAgk1 to obtain T1 and NA. If T1 and NA

are fresh, B believe that M1 comes from A.

• B randomly picks b and continues to compute

RB;PB;P
0
B;KB and K 0.

• The session key k is then computed by B as

k ¼ H2ðKAjjKBjjK 0Þ.
• B chooses T2 ¼ T1 þ MT and N 2 Z (the set of

natural numbers). N is the maximum number of times

that user A can revisit domain B within the time limit

T2. As will be described in Sect. 3.4, if a user

frequently travels to a foreign domain and needs

multiple mutual authentication and session keys, the

CAKA protocol allows the user to save more on

computation, if the visit is still within T2 and the

number of visits is smaller than N. User B then adds

ðFlagA;FlagB;PA;PB; T1; T2;N; h;NumÞ to the cross-

domain authentication list (CAL), where h ¼
H2ðFlagAjjT1jjT2jjNjjkÞ and Num is the number of

the current visits. If it is the first visit, Num ¼ 1.

• B picks a random nonce NB and send messageM2 to A.

Step 3 Upon receiving M2, user A executes the following

steps:

• Verify the public keys pDB
and pB of domain DB and

user B.

• If pDB
and pB are invalid, A terminates the commu-

nication. Otherwise, A calculates PB ¼ j�1
A P0

B;KB

and K 0. Similar to j�1
B ; j�1

A only needs to be pre-

computed once.

• The session key k is obtained by A.

• Decrypt fT1; T2;N;NA;NB; hgk using the session key

k to verify the freshness of the obtained nonce NA. If

NA is verified, user A authenticates B .

Now users A and B complete the mutual authentication

and agree on the session key k.

We briefly explain the rationale behind this CAKA pro-

tocol in Fig. 2. It is easy to see the following equation is

true:

Table 1 Notation
Notation Description

|| Message concatenation

2U Z�
q Uniformly choose value from Z�

q

D Identifier of a WMN trusted domain

pX The public key of X, where x could be a domain D or a user U

sX The private key of X, where x could be a domain D or a user U

N The maximum number that a user can repeatedly cross-domain in a specified time

DT The validity period of repeated cross-domain authentication

T1 The cross-domain application time

T2 The expiration time of repeated cross-domain authentication

fMgk Symmetric encryption for message M under k; jkj ¼ l

FlagU The identifier flag of mesh user U
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KA ¼ eðEA þ jAQA;PAÞ
¼ eððsDA

þ jAÞQA; aPÞ
¼ eððsDA

þ jAÞP; aQAÞ
¼ eðRA; pDA

þ XAÞ:

ð1Þ

This equation indicates that, in Step 2, from the perspective

of B, user A indeed comes from domain DA with its identity

QA ¼ H1ðIAjjXAÞ and its public key pA ¼ hIA;XAi. Simi-

larly, in Step 3, user A also believe that message M2 comes

from user B with correct identity QB and public key pB. It

should be noted that if two users are from the same domain,

it is easy for them to authenticate each other and establish a

session key [1].

Because user B has its partial private key jB, in Step 2,

only B can compute PA ¼ j�1
B P0

A and k1 ¼ H2ðKAjjPAÞ and
then decrypt fT1;NAgk1 . For the same reason, user A can

recover in Step 3 PB ¼ j�1
A P0

B;K
0 ¼ aPB and compute

k ¼ H2ðKAjjKBjjK 0Þ. User A decrypts fT1; T2;N;NA;

NB; hgk using the computed session key k to accomplish the

mutual authentication with user B because it knows that

only B can generate the correct key k. Therefore only two

messages M1 and M2 are needed for users A and B to

authenticate each other and agree on a session key.

3.4 User A repeated cross-domainB authentication

Consider the situation where user A needs to enter foreign

domain DB multiple times within a short period of time.

Imagine that every time user A will communicate with user

B in DB since B is the closest to A in a short time.

In this situation, our CAKA protocol is even simpler for

user A to authenticate user B on each visit. If A crosses DB

repeatedly in a time period, say, MT\12 hours, A and

B can perform the following steps:

1. A sends M3 ¼ ðFlagA; fT1; T2;N; k; hgk1Þ to B, where

PA ¼ aP;P0
A ¼ aXB; a 2U Z�

q ; k1 ¼ H2ðPAÞ.
2. Upon receiving M3;B computes PA ¼ j�1

B P0
A; k1 ¼

H2ðPAÞ, and decrypts fT1; T2;N; k; hgk1 by using k1. B

checks the CAL and matches h ¼ H2ðFlagAjjT1
jjT2jjNjjkÞ in the CAL list. If the match is successful,

then B sets Num :¼ Numþ 1 and returns M4 ¼ fOKgk

user A: user B:
[public key: pA = IA, XA , [public key: pB = IB , XB ,

private key: sA = κA, EA ] private key: sB = κB, EB ]

Step 1:
a ∈U Z∗

q , RA = aQA

PA = aP, PA = aXB

KA = e(EA + κAQA, PA)
k1 = H2(KA||PA)

M1=(FlagA,B,RA,PA,{T1,NA}k1 )−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Step 2:
PA = κ−1

B PA

KA = e(RA, pDA
+ XA)

k1 = H2(KA||PA)
decrypts {T1, NA}k1

b ∈U Z∗
q , RB = bQB

PB = bP, PB = bXA

KB = e(EB + κBQB, PB)
K = bPA

session key k = H2(KA||KB||K )
M2=(FlagB,A,RB ,PB ,{T1,T2,N,NA,NB ,h}k)←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Step 3:
PB = κ−1

A PB

KB = e(RB , pDB
+ XB)

K = aPB

k = H2(KA||KB||K )
decrypts {T1, T2, N, NA, NB , h}k

Fig. 2 Cross-domain authenticated key agreement (CAKA) protocols
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to A. Then B can communicate with A by using k if

necessary. Otherwise, B interrupts the communication

and returnsM5 ¼NULL to A. Usually, the time interval

MT allowed for repeated domain crossingwith the above

simpler authentication may not be too long, butN can be

large. If the cross-domain authentication time is valid, B

should update Num. The update algorithm of the

repeated cross-domain AKA is shown by the following

pseudo-code (namly Algorithm 1):

3. A decrypts fOKgk with session key k.

This algorithm could save computation time and com-

munication throughput of CAKA. It can greatly improve

the protocol efficiency when A repeatedly crosses DB over

a short time period. To conclude this section, we summa-

rize the properties of the proposed CAKA protocol.

1. The CAKA protocol is based on certificateless public

key cryptography, thus does not have the key escrow

problem.

2. Twousers only need to exchange twomessages to achieve

mutual authentication and establish a session key.

3. No central authentication server is needed for the

authenticated key agreement process, which avoids the

bottleneck problem at a central server. Any MRs or

MCs can carry out authentication and key agreement

with low communication overheads.

4. The CAKA protocol is more efficient, with less

computation and communication overhead, when a

user frequently crosses the same domain.

4 Protocol analysis

4.1 System security analysis

This section analyzes how the desired security attributes

listed in Section II-C are achieved, and how various attacks

against our scheme are mitigated. The section consists of

‘‘System Security Analysis’’, ‘‘Other Security Considera-

tion’’ and ‘‘Performance Analysis’’, a similar structure used

in [2, 9].

Known-session key secrecy As demonstrated in Fig. 2,

each session key k co-produced by users A and B is deter-

mined by random a; b 2U Z�
q and H2ð�Þ. Only the designated

user B who has jB can compute the k1 and get PA; k1; T1,

and NA. Moreover, from the onewayness of hash func-

tions, k ¼ H2ðeðRA; pDA
þ XAÞjjeðRB; pDB

þ XBÞjjabPÞ 6¼

H2ðeðR0
A; pDA

þ XAÞjjeðR0
B; pDB

þ XBÞjja0b0PÞ if and only if

a 6¼ a0 or b 6¼ b0. Since a and b are randomly selected by

users A and B, respectively, k can be considered as a random

output uniformly distributed over f0; 1gl. Furthermore, even

if an adversary A gets k , he cannot infer a and b because of

the onewayness of hash functions and the DLP assumption in

G2. Thus, the compromise of one session key should not

affect the secrecy of other session keys.

Forward secrecy Suppose that user A’s long-term pri-

vate key sA ¼ hjA;EAi is leaked to an adversary A . There

are two possible consequences: (1) When A masquerades

user A as a CAKA requester or a cross-domain AKA

receiver (i.e., user A in Fig. 2), it can intercept previous

conversation messages and compute KA ¼ eðRA; pDA
þ

XAÞ;KB ¼ eðRB; pDB
þ XBÞ, but it cannot calculate K 0 since

the adversary cannot obtain a from RA or obtain b from RB

according to the DLP and CDHP assumptions in G1. When

A masquerades user B as (i.e., user B in Fig. 2), it cannot

obtain b from RB either because the same assump-

tions.Thus, the secrecy of previous session keys is not

compromised even if user A’s private key or user B’s pri-

vate key is compromised, ensuring the Perfect Forward

Security.

Key-compromise impersonation resilience In the CAKA

protocol, compromising one of the two parties’ private

keys does not affect the secrecy of the session keys

established previously. Suppose that an adversary obtains

user A’s long-term private key sA ¼ hjA;EAi. The adver-

sary can impersonate user A to initiate a CAKA requester

Algorithm 1: : The process of B verifying T2 and N
Require: T1, T2, Tdelay , N, Num

1: B gets the current time Tnow and the average time delay over the WMN network
Tdelay.

2: if Timecheck(Tnow + Tdelay < T2) and Num < N then
3: B verifies the validity of pDA

, IA and matches h on the CAL.
4: if The verification holds then
5: Let Num := Num + 1 and B updates the new Num on the CAL.
6: end if
7: end if
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or masquerade an AKA receiver. However, the adversary

cannot get other users’ long-time private keys from the

interactions. Thus, the CAKA protocol ensure that even if a

user’s private key is compromised, security of other users’

private keys will not be affected.

Unknown key-sharing resilience In our CAKA protocol,

the session key can only be calculated by the CAKA

requester and receiver, because of the technique of the

designated verifier. Any other third party cannot force user

A to share a key with other users unless both sides conduct

a CAKA protocol in Fig. 2. Since only the designated

receiver B can get PA; k1, session key k and decrypt mes-

sage M1. The decryption of M1 needs implicit authentica-

tion. It has been proven that the unknown key-sharing

resilience is implied by the implicit authentication property

[16].

No key control Since the session key k is determined by

the random values a, b and H2ð�Þ (k ¼ H2ðeðaQA; pDA
þ

XAÞjjeðbQB; pDB
þ XBÞjjabPÞ), neither the requester nor

the receiver can control k to be a preselected value.

Although the requester can select an ideal hash value by

changing random number a, the avalanche effect of hash

functions will produce great difference with a slight dif-

ference in a or b.

4.2 Other security considerations

Even if the security properties of the previous section are

attained, additional considerations must be made to ensure

secure implementations. The man-in-the-middle attack(the

MITM attack) is one of the most difficult attacks to resist

and one of the most vulnerable to two-party protocol. In

CL-PKC, we often consider two types of adversaries who

would mount the MITM attack. A type I adversary A1 can

change public key of clients at will, but does not access to

the system master key. The type II adversary A2 is

equipped with master key, but is not allowed to replace the

public key of clients. These adversary models is to capture

the attacks from an eavesdropping ISP (or say PKG/KGC

in different literatures).In the following the security anal-

ysis of our CAKA, we consider the above two types of

adversaries.

Assume that the most common adversary A mounts an

MIMT attack on the key exchange in an undetectable way.

For instance, A can replace M1 sent by UA with

M0
1 ¼ fFlagA;R0

A;P
00
A; T

0
1;N

0
Agk0

1
, and similarily can substi-

tute M2 with M0
2 ¼ fFlagA;RB;P

0
B; T

0
1;T2;N;N

0
A;NB; hgk0

sent by UB . However, A do not know j�1
A and hence

cannot recover PB from P0
B because only designated client

can correctly decrypt the encrypted messages. Therefore, A
acts as a relay node and cannot get the session key or

private keys.

The MITM attack may be mounted by the ISP or the

adversary A1 or A2 who has obtained the ISP’s master key.

This can be easily launched because the CL-AKA is easy to

go through the public-key replacement attack or say that

the key replacement attack is one basic attack against a

certificateless scheme. One way to fight against the public

key replacement attack is to bind a user’s public and pri-

vate keys, as noted in [16]. We adopt such a technique by

incorporating user A’s identity IA and fixed public key XA

into the partial private key EA ¼ sDA
H1ðIAjjXAÞ. Therefore,

an adversary should not be able to obtain the partial private

key sA from the replaced public key without knowing the

private key. Even the adversary A1 can replace the public

key X0
A ¼ j0AP;Q0

A ¼ H1ðIAjjX0
AÞ;RA ¼ a0Q0

A and imper-

sonate user A successfully, he still cannot compute correct

PB from P0
B , a0bP under the assumption of CDHP. For the

adversary A2, he can access the domain master key sD and

does not allow to replace the public keys of clients. Even if

A2 knows the partial private key EA, he still cannot mas-

querade user A to compute KA without knowing sA. Hence,

both typed adversaries cannot compute the session key

without knowing the full private keys of both clients.

Therefore, the CAKA can withstand the MITM attack.

4.3 Performance analysis

In this section, an efficiency analysis on communication

and computation complexities of the proposed CAKA

protocol is given. Communication complexity is measured

by number of messages sent from one user to another user,

the number of the communication hops, and the bytes of

the message. We compare our CAKA protocol to the ZFW

[1] and HA [8] protocols, both of which provide cross-

domain authenticated key agreement for multi-domain

WMNs with detailed algorithms that are most similar to

our scheme.

Communication overhead Compared to ZFW [1] and

HA [8], our CAKA protocol is more efficient with less

number of messages sent and less number of communica-

tion hops. Number of messages sent: As demonstrated in

Fig. 3, the ZFW [1] protocol needs a total of eight mes-

sages sent to accomplish a cross-domain authenticated key

agreement and the HA [8] protocol needs a total of six

messages sent. However, the CAKA only needs two mes-

sages. Number of communication hops: Our CAKA pro-

tocol can be seen as one-hop communication, considering

the link between MRs are usually high speed wireless links.

Even if the CAKA requester and receiver cannot commu-

nicate in one-hop, the intermediate nodes MRs just relay

and forward the message without doing any computation.

However, in ZFW [1] and HA [8], all cross-domain AKA

protocols have to be performed by the home authentication
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server, requiring multi-hop communications in most cases.

No involvement of ISPs is required in our CAKA protocol

and hence there is no system bottleneck problem. So the

AKA performs more efficiently with less propagation and

smaller handover delay. This will definitely facilitate a fast

hand-off process for real-time service.

Computation overhead We choose the modified Tate

pairing on an MNT curve with embedding degress 6 and

160-bit q [22]. For simplicity, let Tm and Tp denote the

times to perform one point multiplication and pairing

evaluation in G1, respectively. Similarly, Te and Th are the

times for performing an AES symmetric encryption and a

H2 hash operation in our protocol. The computation over-

head is compared to the latest cross-domain AKA protocols

given in ZFW [1] and HA [8] . The results are listed in

Table 2 (HA [8] presented a general protocol. Usually a

signature and an encryption based on bilinear pairing at

least contain one Tm and one Te, respectively).

We benchmarked all of these operations using the PBC

library [23] (version pbc-0.4.7) on a 32-bit, 2.13 GHz Intel

core based, dual-core processor machine with 2GB main

memory, running Debian Linux. The computation time is

recorded as below. User A needs 48.42 ms (Step 1) ?

63.19 ms (Step 3) and user B needs 93.34 ms (Step 2), in

the CAKA protocol shown in Fig. 2. Since the time for

performing the most time-consuming MapToPoint H1 hash

function only is 0.6 ms [24], and AES encryption algorithm

needs 1s to encrypt 6.556 M files. So computation time of

AES and hash algorithm is negligible. From Table 2, we

can see the computation cost of the CAKA is approxi-

mately higher than that of the ZFW [1] and the HA [8].

However, the proposed CAKA protocol has much smaller

number of messages sent (Fig. 3), the communication

latency of CAKA is significantly smaller than those of the

other two protocols.

Storage overhead In CAKAnetwork users maybe carry

resource-constrained devices such PDAs and smart phones

to cross-domain. Hence, storage overhead should be

affordable to the modern pervasive devices. Similar to

other existing work [24], we assume the bytes of difference

piece of information to be those shown in Table 3. The

message M1 sent from CAKA requester to CAKA receiver

in Fig. 2 has 102 bytes and message M2 on the reverse

direction has 134 bytes. In the case when user A revisits a

Fig. 3 Communication costs

comparison of CAKA , ZFW [1]

and HA [8]. (a) The flowchart of
our protocol, (b) The
flowchart of ZFW [1] protocol,

(c) the flowchart of HA [8]

protocol

Table 2 Performance and security properties of three schemes

Protocol User A User B Key

escrow

Involvement of

TTPa
Flow Domain authentication

serverb

CAKA 1Te þ 5Tm þ 2Tp þ 2Th 1Te þ 3Tm þ 2Tp þ 1Th No No 2 No

ZFW [1] 1Te þ 1Tm þ 2Tp þ 4Th þ 1Tsig 1Te þ 1Tm þ 2Tp þ 4Th þ 1Tsig Yes Yes 8 Yes

HA [8] 2Te þ 2Tm þ 1Th(at least) 2Te þ 2Tm þ 1Th(at least) Yes Yes 6 Yes

a ZFW’s TTP is TA and HA’s TTP is ISP
b ZFW needs shared keys between router and TA; HA needs a secure channel between different ISPs
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foreign domain multiple times within a short period, as

described in Sect. 3.4, the messages are even shorter since

jM3j ¼ 118 bytes, jM4j ¼ 2 bytes and jM5j ¼ 1 byte,

which should be affordable to most of the modern perva-

sive devices.

We also consider the energy loss for mobile terminals.

From [25], we know the energy consumption for multi-

plication, pairing [25], AES encryption and hash SHA1 are

30.02, 423.87 mJ, 1.62 and 5.90 uJ/byte, respectively. Data

in [25] showed even with 5 % of the energy available from

a miniature 30 mAh battery, a node can perform 173 ECC-

160 handshakes. Our scheme only needs energy con-

sumption about 998.02 mJ (0.998 J) for user A and

937.96 mJ (0.93796 J) for user B to complete the CAKA

protocol in Fig. 2, which is insignificant to today’s mobile

tablets and smartphones with strong ARM processors.

5 Conclusion and ongiong work

The major concern we have addressed in this paper is to

enable the secure communication between two users from

different WMN administrative or security domains poten-

tially managed by different operators. Although this is not

a new problem, current approaches fall short of being able

to offer a satisfactory solution. In this paper, we have

presented a CL-based hierarchical security architecture and

trust model to develop a novel mutual authentication and

key agreement protocol for cross-domain network envi-

ronment such as WMNs. The architecture is simple and the

trust model is practical without key-escrow problem and

certificate revocation. Each user firstly registers certain

domain parameters with the help of trusted domain server

ISP. Then, a user in one domain can prove his identity to

another user another domain and negotiate the session key

for subsequent communications. The mutual AKA can be

efficiently performed by only two-round interactions. Each

client can be the verifier and no central verification servers

are needed. Security analysis has demonstrated that the

proposed scheme exhibits excellent security property.

Compared with the existing cross-domain AKA protocols,

our CAKA is very efficient in terms of computation and

communication overheads. Thus it is suitable for various

kinds of roaming scenarios.

In term of future work, we plan to incorporate other

security attributes such as user privacy and user

accountability (revocable anonymity) [2, 9, 24] into our

approach to make CAKA more comprehensive.
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